Introduction
The majority of text analysts share the assumption that text structure deals with relations existing between the conceptual entities represented by text segments. Although different classifications and nomenclature have been ascribed to relational categories, there is a great deal of agreement among discourse analysts regarding the significant role which relations play in the understanding of text. Longacre (1992: 114) goes as far as to say:
No one who works for long and in detail with text analysis can avoid positing a set of relations to explain how the segments of the text relate to each other.
that within every unit in meaning structure some elements are more prominent than others. Perhaps the most significant relational theory in this school of thought is the Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1986 , 1987 Mann et al., 1992; Matthiessen and Thompson, 1988) , which considers nuclearity to be a general characteristic of discourse and a central principle determining the reader's response to text. In RST analyses, the headdependent organization of text is realized through a 'nucleus-satellite' pattern: in a 'nucleus-satellite' relational schema, the part of the text referred to as 'satellite' is regarded as ancillary to the 'nucleus' part of text. Among the 25 types of relational schemata distinguished by RST, a serial, mononuclear form of organization is only possible in two types of relations, Contrast and List.
I propose that relational theories which consider the 'nucleus-satellite' distinction as a pervasive text organizing device are biased towards the analysis of specific types of text. They may also be insufficient for the analysis of English text produced in other than ' Anglo' discourse communities and unsuitable for the intercultural or interlingual comparison of texts.
The nuclearity phenomenon per se, that is, that it is possible for some parts of text to be more prominent than others, is not in dispute. In fact, the theoretical framework proposed herein, referred to as the Framework for the Analysis of the Relational Structure of Texts (FARS), identifies two types of relational functioning: 1) paratactic, where all parts of a textual schema are equally prominent in terms of their discoursal functions; and 2) hypotactic, where one part of a relational schema is more prominent than the other part.
What FARS challenges, however, is the claim that nuclearity is always present in discourse, and that the pervasive feature of coherence relations is their 'nucleus-satellite' or 'centrality-periphery' pattern. Arguments supporting the view forwarded in this article are derived from seminal text studies which recognize the head-dependent structure as one kind of text organization but do not find it adequate as the only type of structure in a comprehensive account. , who divided his relations into three types, neutral, paratactic and hypotactic, claimed that neutral relations, that can assume both hypotactic and paratactic forms, are the most common. 1 A similar weakening of the nuclearity concept comes from Martin (1992) who argued that, at discourse level, semantic conjunctive structures are basically covariate (headless, neither hypotactic nor paratactic), and rejected the nuclearity concept mainly on the basis of a lack of any explicit means for differentiating nuclear and satellite segments.
The FARS relational framework is introduced below, focusing specifically on hypotactic and paratactic functioning of relational schemata. The role of both types of structure is discussed, as well as the variation in their employment in the studied texts.
Framework for the Analysis of the Relational Structure of Texts (FARS)
FARS, not unlike RST out of which it developed, provides a functional account of text structure in the form of coherence relations obtaining between conceptual entities represented by text segments. Its underlying foundation, similar to that of RST, is that the identification of rhetorical relations between textual propositions provides a basis for relating the meaning of discourse. The FARS account of relational structure of texts is concerned with a cognitive representation of discourse and is grounded in the coherence framework. It identifies seven clusters of relations which are involved in the production and reception of coherent discourse: Elaborative, Adversative, Causal, Assessing, Facilitative, Digressive and List. It introduces a substantial degree of delicacy within these broad relational categories, as illustrated in Table 1 (see Golebiowski, 2002) .
The majority of FARS relations are basically neutral (bold in Table 1) , and thus able to function both paratactically and hypotactically. Paratactically structured schemata feature double or multiple functional prominence. It is assumed that both (or more) textual propositions are equally important in terms of the communicative purposes of the text. In hypotactically structured schemata, one proposition in a relational schema is more important in terms of the writer's communicative goals, and therefore, functionally more prominent than other/s.
Paratactic and hypotactic relations parallel the grammatical distinction between parataxis and hypotaxis (cf. Hobbs, 1979; Mann and Thompson, 1988) . They resemble Halliday's (1976) paratactic and hypotactic relationships within 'clause complexes'. Halliday's clause complex is paratactic when its constituting clauses have equal status, and it is hypotactic when they have unequal status. 2 Unlike Halliday's grammatical taxis however, the taxis of FARS relations is independent of grammatical signals. As will be seen in the course of this article, its sole determinant is the distribution of functional prominence within the relational schema.
The parataxis and hypotaxis of FARS relations are contextually and cotextually dictated and depend on the speaker's/writer's communicative purposes. This approach differs from the one used in RST, whose relations are motivated independently of their realization. It is similar to Grimes's, who argued that whether a neutral predicate is taken as paratactic or hypotactic depends upon decisions made in the area of staging. According to , the distinction between paratactic and hypotactic predicates may not be important at deeper levels of structure. For example, at a deep level of structure the text in example (a) constitutes a basically neutral textual schema. 3 Example (a) While I was feeling really well on Saturday, I was ill on Sunday.
Two conceptual entities (two consecutive clauses) are joined by an adversative relation that can be articulated as a relational proposition: I am comparing the way I felt on Saturday to how I felt on Sunday.
However, when contextually constrained, the realization of this relational schema may take either hypotactic or paratactic forms. Consider the co-texts in examples (b) and (c) where the utterance of speaker B is preceded by different questions from speaker A:
A How did you feel during the weekend? B While I was feeling really well on Saturday, I was ill on Sunday.
Example (c)
A How did you feel yesterday? B While I was feeling really well on Saturday, I was ill on Sunday.
In example (b), the preceding text (utterance of speaker A) determines the paratactic relational structure in B's response. In this case, an adversative relation joins two conceptual entities which are equally significant in terms of speaker B's communicative purposes. In example (c) however, the preceding text (speaker A's utterance) results in a restriction of textual prominence to only one of the two propositions in B's response. Note that in (c) an additional requirement is placed on B, who needs to correctly interpret the 'situation of utterance' 4 in order to understand the inference of the adverbial yesterday.
Example (d) is another example where a choice between parataxis and hypotaxis is co-textually dictated. In the world of text in (d), the author attaches a similar amount of functional prominence to both parts of the adversative schema While I was feeling really well on Saturday, I was ill on Sunday.
beautiful meal with my friends and even spent an enjoyable evening with my family. On Sunday however, I woke up with a splitting headache. In spite of taking some pain relief tablets, my head did not clear up till the evening. I had to cancel all arrangements made for the day and ended up spending most of Sunday in bed.
Conversely, in the world of text in example (e), the second part of the schema While I was feeling really well on Saturday, I was ill on Sunday carries more functional prominence than the first part, thus assigning a hypotactic relational structure to this schema.
Example (e) While I was feeling really well on Saturday, I was ill on Sunday. I woke up with a splitting headache. In spite of taking some pain relief tablets, my head did not clear up till the evening. I had to cancel all arrangements made for the day and ended up spending most of Sunday in bed.
The remaining FARS relations (not bold in The uneven distribution of functional prominence in hypotactic relations points to their more 'rhetorical', facilitative character. Some relations, such as Advance Organizing, Enumerating, Introducing and Concessive relations fulfil overtly 'presentational' roles, contrasting with the 'subject-matter' functions fulfilled by other relations.
Many coherence and relational analysts have attempted to make a distinction between such two types of relations. Halliday and Hassan (1976) and Martin (1992) for example, differentiate between an 'internal' and 'external' conjunction. They see internal (or, in Martin's terminology, 'rhetorical') relations as playing a role in the staging of text and the coding of its schematic structure, while external (Martin's 'experiencial') relations code the structure of the world outside the text. The internal-external distinction is similar to van Dijk's (1977 van Dijk's ( , 1980 pragmatic-semantic distinction. Van Dijk's relations between propositions are semantic when discourse segments are related because of their propositional content. Relations between speech acts are pragmatic when discourse segments are related because of the illocutionary meaning of one or both segments. The categorization into semantic and pragmatic relations is present in the relational taxonomies of Sanders et al. (1992) in their discussion of the primitive source of coherence, in Redeker's (1990) distinction between 'ideational' and 'pragmatic' relations, or Mann and Thompson's (1988) distinction between 'subject-matter' and 'presentational' relations.
In many cases however, it is difficult, if not impossible, to make clear distinctions between the two types as the same relation can be interpreted as either pragmatic or semantic (cf. van Dijk, 1980; Martin, 1992) . It is also possible for a Golebiowski: Relational hypotaxis and parataxis 263 relation to fulfil more than one of these functions simultaneously. The lack of capacity to allow for such co-existence of both informational and intentional levels of relations has been pointed out as a serious theoretical problem in RST (see Moore and Pollack, 1992) . As will be illustrated in the descriptions of FARS relational types, in the interpretation system of this framework the intentional and informational functions of relations often merge and there is little one-toone mapping between the two types of relations. 5 From a cognitive perspective, van Dijk (1977 van Dijk ( , 1980 van Dijk ( , 1997 also differentiates between 'intensional' and 'extensional' relations. Intensional functional relations relate propositions directly, for instance, through elaboration, generalization or specification. Extensional, reference-based relations, such as causal, are indirect through the events or situations referred to or spoken about. They relate events denoted by propositions and hold between facts and their properties in possible world. Such coherence relations are relative to the knowledge of discourse participants.
However, although valid in the overall account of relational coherence, the above discussed distinctions are not focal in this article whose main interest is in the distribution of discoursal salience and the resulting writer choices concerning the relational taxis in the schematic structure of discourse.
In the section that follows I explicate and introduce examples of paratactic and hypotactic functioning of coherence relations on the basis of FARS analysis of the following English texts:
Text CL: research paper written by native speakers of English and produced in the ' Anglo' (American) sociological discourse community (Clark and Lipset, 1991) ; Text P: research paper written by a native speaker of Polish and produced in the ' Anglo' (Australian) sociological discourse community (Pakulski, 1993) ; Text Z: research paper written by a native speaker of Polish and produced in the Polish sociological discourse community (Ziółkowski, 1994) .
Paratactic and hypotactic realization of FARS relations
I first introduce textual examples of basically neutral relational schemata and illustrate how the same type of relation can link propositions paratactically or hypotactically, depending on the writer's intentions in the area of staging. This is followed by descriptions and exemplifications of basically hypotactic and basically paratactic relations.
BASICALLY NEUTRAL RELATIONS
As seen in Table 1 , Assessing and Causal are the only relational clusters where all member types can textually occur in both paratactic and hypotactic forms. In all subtypes of paratactic Assessing and Causal relations, the antecedent and the consequent are considered to be equally prominent in terms of text functions. In their hypotactic variants, either the antecedent is dominant or the consequent is dominant. In the studied texts the antecedent is always dominant in Interpretations and Evaluations; and the consequent in Causals and in Conclusions. The text in example (f) illustrates the paratactic realization of an (Assessing) Evaluation relation. The following constraints exist in a paratactic Evaluation: 1 Some groups -usually the more educated and prosperous -associate democracy with increased individual freedom and life opportunities. These groups view democracy as the democracy of equal opportunity and equal access.
2 Such an attitude is conducive to enhanced individual activity but is directed towards pragmatic interests rather than the realization of normative values.
In the world of text Z, propositions evaluating the perception of democracy by 'the more educated and prosperous groups' (segment 2) are of equal significance in terms of text functions to those presenting this perception of democracy (segment 1). Although principally 'semantic', this relation is also 'pragmatic' to some degree: the writer facilitates the text comprehension providing the reader with an expert evaluation from the social perspective.
The text in (g) illustrates the hypotactic realization of another Assessing relation -the relation of Interpretation. The following constraints exist in a hypotactic Interpretation:
B interprets A
A is more prominent than B Example (g): Hypotactic Interpretation between segments 3 and 4 (text Z).
3 These differences can be reduced to the vision of political order with its two polarities: the democratic option and the authoritarian-patriarchal option.
In the world of text Z, Ossowski's interpretation of the 'vision of political order with its two polarities' (segment 4) as an opposition between polycentric and monocentric orders is of less functional significance than the information forwarded in segment 3, which constitutes part of the main thesis. The interpretation contained in 4 is not further followed up or referred to in the ensuing part of text Z, while the information contained in segment 3 is. As in the case of previous textual instance of Evaluation, this reference-based semantic relation also features pragmatic elements: the writer facilitates the understanding of text by attaching his topics to sociological concepts and presenting other sociologist's interpretations. Golebiowski : Relational hypotaxis and parataxis 265 Table 1 shows that in other clusters of the FARS taxonomy only some relational subtypes are basically neutral. This situation obtains in case of Facilitation, Elaboration, and Adversative clusters. In the Facilitation cluster, only Framing has been found to occur in both paratactic and hypotactic forms; in the Adversative cluster this is the case with Contrast and Comparison relations; and in the Elaboration cluster with Extension, Amplification, Explanation and Reformulation relations. I will illustrate this phenomenon on the basis of paratactic and hypotactic textual realizations of an (Adversative) Contrast (examples (h) and (i)).
The following are constraints on a paratactic Contrast relation, where both members of a relational schema are equally prominent in terms of textual functions:
A at time T1 is in contrast with B at T2
T1≤ T2
A is as prominent as B Where: ≤ stands for 'precedes or happens simultaneously with'
In a hypotactic Contrast however, the member of the schema presenting antithesis carries a more prominent textual function than the member presenting the thesis. The following constraints obtain in case of a hypotactic Contrast: 5 While Marx emphasised economic factors as determinants of social class, 6 Weber suggested that economic interests were only a special case of the larger category of 'values', which included many things that are neither economic nor interests.
The view presented in segment 5 is contrasted with the view in segment 6. In the world of text CL, the writer takes no stance in advancing one argument over the other. Both propositions are further developed in the ensuing text. The textual functions of both members of this semantic relational schema 5-6 are thus equally central in terms of the writer's purposes.
Example (i): Hypotactic Contrast between segments 7 and 8 (text CL).
7 The traditional Left is blue-collar based and stresses class-related issues.
8 But a second Left is emerging in Western societies (sometimes termed New Politics, New Left, Post-Bourgeois, or Post-Materialist), which increasingly stresses social issues rather than traditional class political issues. The most intensely disputed issues for them no longer deal with ownership and control of the means of production.
266 Discourse Studies 8 (2) The relational schema in example (i) illustrates a hypotactic textual realization of Contrast. This predominantly semantic relational schema contrasts two spans of text: 7 and 8, with the author's emphasis in terms of text functions on segment 8. In the world of text CL, segment 8 is more developed and assists the lead-up to the presentation of a significant textual proposition in the text segment that follows.
BASICALLY HYPOTACTIC RELATIONS
We have seen that the remaining two Adversative relations, Concession and Collateral, are basically hypotactic. Both perform hedging functions to a greater or lesser degree, where the hedging part of the schema is seen as fulfilling a less prominent textual role.
The following are constraints on a Concession relation, whose inherent nature assumes a functional imbalance of two contrastively placed propositions:
A is incompatible with B Writer concedes A, but prefers B B is more prominent than A A can be in any chronological sequence with respect to B
The Antecedent member of the Concessive schema facilitates the introduction of the Consequent member, with the latter playing a more significant functional role. Antecedent A presents a potential or actual situation that is generally incompatible with the situation presented in Consequent B. Although the author concedes the argument presented in A, the argument presented in B has the preferred status. The text in example (j) illustrates a Concessive relational schema, which, although predominantly semantic, shows a significant involvement in textual presentational functions: a face-threatening move in segment 10 is preceded by a face-saving move in segment 9.
Example (j): Concession relation between segments 9 and 10 (text P). 11 For a Marxian revolution, the working class should suffer immiseration and grow more homogeneous; capitalists should join in combat against them.
12 But Dahrendorf points instead to the 'decomposition of labour': workers have become more differentiated by skill level -into skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled. Unions often separate more than join these groups.
Another group of basically hypotactic relations comprises the sub-cluster of Organizers, which includes Advance Organizing, Introduction and Enumeration relations. The Organizing members of Organizing schemata facilitate text comprehension by signposting and/or outlining other members of the schemata in which they appear, thus, by their nature, pointing to the prominence of these members. The following conditions obtain for all Organizing relations:
A organizes B B is more prominent than A
The text in (l) is an example of an Advance Organizer. It outlines the writer's goals for a major section of the paper.
Example (l): The Advance Organizer part of the Advance Organizing schema (text P)
13 In order to re-focus the debate, I would like to make a distinction between three issues at stake: first, the analytical clarity and utility of the concept of class; second, the relevance of Marxist class theory; and third, the often conflated issue of the importance of the old 'industrial classes' understood as historical actors.
The only entirely hypotactic FARS relational cluster is the Digressive cluster. FARS uses the degree of textual relevance and redundancy as a measure of digressiveness. Although Digressions are related to hypotactic Elaborations in a number of important ways, Digressive segments are characterized by a lower degree of relevance and higher level of textual redundancy than hypotactic Elaborations. Digressions convey peripheral information, which disrupts the flow of discourse by departing from the topic or diluting the thematic focus. The detachability of a textual segment without diminishing the degree of textual coherence has been used an indication of digressiveness.
The following are the constraints on basically hypotactic Elaborations (Additions and Instantiations):
B elaborates A by adding/instantiating
A is more prominent than B and on Digressions: The propositions in segment 15 illustrate parts of the thesis forwarded in segment 14. The examples of issues from 'an area of semantic conventions' are seen as less functionally prominent. They are not mandatory for the understanding of the author's argument, but provide additional exemplification for those readers who need it to comprehend the text more fully.
Example (n): Relation between segments 16 and 17 (text P).
16 While Clark & Lipset point to the importance of affluence, one may stress the impact of mass consumption.
17 It could be added that the importance of affluence (and security) has also been emphasised by Inglehart (1977 Inglehart ( , 1981 Inglehart ( , 1984 Inglehart ( , 1989 and Inglehart and Flanagan (1989) as a key factor in value changes that affected advanced societies. See also Abramson and Inglehart (1992) for evidence of the generational aspects of this change.
Segment 17 includes digressive reference information (textually presented in note form) for the thesis advanced in segment 16.
BASICALLY PARATACTIC RELATIONS
List is the only relational cluster that contains solely paratactic subtypes. List schemata contain chains of propositions of comparable textual prominence 
RELATIONAL HYPOTAXIS AND PARATAXIS OF THE EXAMINED TEXTS
FARS relational analysis of the examined texts shows a relatively high occurrence of paratactic schemata (see Table 2 ). Such a pattern of distribution of functional salience is to a large degree related to a high frequency of Lists and paratactic varieties of basically neutral relations across texts. List relations, which make possible the coverage of multiple issues in the form of collective, sequential and disjunctive formulations, are the second most pervasive schemata in the corpus. They tend to be placed high in the hierarchical organization of the examined papers and form superordinate structures assembling sections and the material within sections. Among the paratactic varieties of neutral relations, the occurrence of Adversatives is particularly significant. Paratactic Adversative schemata expand the subject matter of texts, providing a means for the presentation of opposing views and assumptions, as well as the contrasting of social 270 Discourse Studies 8 (2) events and phenomena. Other basically neutral relations which have been found to favour paratactic realization are Causals. It has been claimed that Causal relations convey the main argumentation in a text (Kamyab, 1997 ).
There appears however, to be a considerable variation in the frequency of the employment of paratactic and hypotactic structures between the three texts. Differences are particularly evident between the text produced by native English speaking writers and that produced by non-native speakers. As seen in Table 2 , the native speaker text differs from the remaining texts in the frequency ratio of paratactic to hypotactic schemata. This text features less than one third of paratactic relations, while in the non-native speaker texts P and Z the distribution of paratactic and hypotactic structures is more balanced. Lists, which are the second most frequent schemata after Elaborations in non-native speaker texts (22 percent of all relations), are fifth in terms of the relational frequency (12.3 percent of relations) in the native speaker text (after Elaborations, Causals, Adversatives and Facilitatives). Elaborations, the most frequent schemata in both native speaker and non-native speaker texts, appear in paratactic form in the non-native speaker text in 32 percent of cases, compared to only 15 percent in the native speaker text.
As seen in Table 3 , in their employment of basically neutral relational types the non-native speaker authors tend to choose paratactic variants, while the native speaker authors select hypotactic variants. The authors of texts P and Z make more paratactic choices in all relations except Elaborations in text Z, and Elaborations and Frames in text P. The only group in which the authors of text CL display preference for paratactic variants is the Contrast/Comparison subgroup, which is even more extensively paratactic in texts P and Z. On the other hand, upon investigation of the utilization of basically hypotactic relations (see Table 4 ), text CL was found to employ a higher ratio than texts P and Z of all hypotactic types except Digression. The latter are the only hypotactic relations where the intertextual frequency ratios are reversed: they predominate in texts P and Z, with a markedly low occurrence in text CL.
The native speaker authors have been found to particularly favour the employment of presentational hypotactic relations. The functional role of presentational Organizing and Concession relations is most significant in text CL, and least significant in text Z. Table 4 shows that Organizing relations are almost twice as frequent in native speaker discourse as in non-native speaker texts. The considerably presentational relation of Concession is also noticeably more pervasive in the native speaker text -it is almost twice as frequent as in text P, and almost three times as frequent as in text Z. At the same time, intertextual variation in the frequency of predominantly semantic hypotactic relations is less pronounced. Collaterals are fairly evenly distributed across texts, and basically hypotactic Elaborations (Addition and Instantiation) occur relatively frequently in texts CL and Z with a fairly low occurrence in text P.
The lesser role of paratactic structures in the native speaker text, compared to the non-native speaker texts, is also evidenced in their hierarchical placement. As seen in Table 5 , which shows the distribution of paratactic and hypotactic relations in the top six levels of the discoursal structure, text CL contains only one paratactic relation at the bottom of the top structure. Instead, the upper hierarchical levels of this text are mainly presentational, with Organizing relations constituting 42.3 percent of all top level relations. In contrast, top level structures of texts P and Z feature a relatively balanced distribution of paratactic and hypotactic types, with only 2.3 and 14.3 percent of Organizing relations in texts P and Z respectively. The paratactic top level structures of these texts are strongly contrastive. For example, text Z utilizes paratactic Contrast relation as the functionally prominent overarching structure of five sections of the article. 
Discussion
The divergence between relational approaches, such as FARS, which perceive texts to exhibit both hypotactic and paratactic organization, and approaches that see nuclearity as a basic characteristic of text structure may mainly arise from differences in the linguistic corpora examined during the construction of respective theoretical frameworks. The discourse investigated with FARS comprises primarily academic texts, which constitute an intellectually complex expository prose. Conversely, discourse examined by methods such as RST has been for the most part confined to short texts, such as memos, advertisements, travel brochures or letters, that feature predominantly persuasive and directive language. 6 It is interesting to note that although the distinction between the 'nucleus' and the 'satellite' has been an essential component in all RST analyses, Mann and Matthiessen (1991) endorse only its admonitory strength, limiting its significance to persuasive texts.
Texts studied with FARS tend to provide descriptions and comparisons of theories, points of view and situations that are rhetorically presented in the form of parallel textual constructions. Texts in which parallelism is the dominant organizing principle are likely to display coordinate discoursal organization, which is in turn reflected in paratactic relational structure. The distribution of the weighting of textual prominence across constituent members in paratactic schemata results in the allocation of similar portions of textual space to these members, causing a horizontal development of text. Similar observations have been made by Kamyab (1997) , who noted the relatively coordinate structure of his review articles, reflected in their shallow propositional development. Such characteristics of academic prose have been also pointed out by who argued that scientific writing is characterized by extensive coordinate organization. Mann and Thompson (1986) specifically exclude texts featuring parallel patterns from the bounds of what can be accounted for by nuclearity. This essentially eliminates the utilization of theoretical frameworks such as RST, developed principally for the analysis of texts exhibiting a head-dependent organization, as tools for the analysis of academic texts. Where: H = hypotactic; P = paratactic.
It has to be noted that a high frequency of occurrence of paratactic relations, especially at high hierarchical levels, results in a lack of clear lines of dependency of presented ideas. Both non-native speaker texts studied in this work provide a wealth of material, with little indication with respect to the differentiation in the salience of denotata contained in the world of text. Conversely, the authors of the native speaker text tend to more readily indicate the distribution of the functional weight of their textual message. It has been claimed that a large number of highly placed relational schemata that are unsignalled in terms of the functional salience leaves readers to their own resources in the selection of the information mandatory for text comprehension (Golebiowski, 1998 (Golebiowski, , 1999 Meyer and Rice, 1982) . On the other hand, the signalling of functional salience assists readers in perceiving some textual messages as more important than others.
Although FARS has been trialled on other academic genres, such as student essays and abstracts of scientific articles (Golebiowski, study in progress), the main genre used in the construction of its theoretical framework is that of a research paper. Assertions regarding the distribution of salience within relational schemata made in the present article are therefore based predominantly on this genre category. The research paper is the most widely established form of presenting scholarly research. In view of its crucial role in the current global nature of knowledge dissemination, a comprehensive rhetorical analysis of this genre is essential in an all inclusive account of the structure of an English text. At the same time however, it needs to be remembered that the research paper is a highly conventionalized genre, with the prescribed schemata relating to its discourse structure enforcing specific rhetorical moves. For example, some of the more pervasive features of a research paper are moves relating to the enveloping constructions that indicate the development of the line of argumentation. Such constructions, which regulate the opening and closing of the whole paper, as well as its sections and subsections are not easily described in terms of nuclearity. This point was also made by Mann and Thompson (1987) , who raised the issue of the unsuitability of RST for analysis of texts containing enveloping constructions.
Additionally, texts examined by FARS in this study are also likely to display discipline-specific relational structure, viz., the pervasiveness of paratactic Adversative schemata may be attributed to the 'oppositional' nature of sociological science, which encourages the utilization of contrastive rhetorical strategies that assign functional prominence to both or many points of view. The view of sociology as an 'oppositional' science came to sociology not only through the relatively recent Marxian influence, but also through Kantian and Hegelian philosophies of metaphysical contradictions and their solutions.
Finally, the FARS framework has been constructed and trialled on English texts written by native and non-native speakers, and produced in both ' Anglo' and 'non-Anglo' discourse communities. Conversely, the overwhelming majority of nuclearity-based relational analyses have been concerned with English discourse produced by native speakers. It is therefore likely that theories that see text as exhibiting a head-dependent organization are considerably culture-bound (cf. Mann and Thompson, 1986 ). Yet, in view of the unprecedented internationalization of English it is not always appropriate to analyse English discourse, and scientific discourse in particular, solely in terms of the culture-bound models. The nature of scientific inquiry increasingly leads to the formation of discourse communities that are multicultural and multilingual. The rhetorical style employed by 'non-Anglo' and non-native English speaking members of these communities is influenced by the cultural norms and belief systems prevailing within the discourse communities which constitute the social contexts of texts.
The disparities between the extent of hypotactic and paratactic constructions in the native speaker and non-native speaker texts examined herein may thus be related to culture-specific rhetorical traditions. The old continental European tradition of academic writing, deeply rooted in Aristotelian rhetoric, was developed as an art of 'giving effectiveness to truth'. Conversely, the sophistic rhetoric, often reflected in ' Anglo' expository discourse, is often seen as the art of 'giving effectiveness to the speaker' (cf. Baldwin, 1928) . It is possible that such different rhetorical origins have resulted in a more coordinate development of text in the first case, as reflected by the frequent textual parataxis, and in a more subordinate discoursal structure in the second, reflected in a more widely spread textual hypotaxis.
The rhetorical discoursal structure of the examined corpus may have also been influenced by specific cultural conditioning. In the construction of his argumentation the native Polish speaking author of text Z and, to some degree, the native Polish speaking author of text P utilize a dialectic operation which, simply stated, consists of selecting two elements in a social situation and seeing how they are related. Such contrastive, complementary or interactive elements are likely to be given comparable prominence in the development of argumentation in a text, resulting in its paratactic organization. It is highly possible that the dialectical styles of the non-native speaker texts are a product of the culture of the discourse community of their authors. While Anglo-American sociology has been strongly influenced by German philosophers and sociologists, and hence to some degree by the German style of writing sociology, Polish sociology was essentially born out of Marxism. On the other hand, it has been claimed that although contrast is valued in Anglo academic discourse for creating argumentation, its purpose tends to be textually emphasized (cf. Barton, 1995 Barton, , 1993 . The latter is reflected in the pervasiveness in text CL of hypotactic Adversative relations, predominantly Concessions, which are significantly involved in textual presentational functions.
Conclusion
The proposed theoretical framework of FARS constitutes a step towards construction of a core theory which would allow insights into the overall organization of discourse at cross-cultural and cross-linguistic levels. It is Golebiowski: Relational hypotaxis and parataxis 275 proposed that FARS is applicable in the analysis of the relational structure of written discourse produced in other academic discourse communities in addition to those represented by the examined texts, as well as to other types of text.
At the same time FARS analyses clearly suggest that this framework should be further refined and tested for validity and reliability. FARS taxonomy is not claimed to constitute a universal set of all possible rhetorical relations. Modifications may be necessary in the application of FARS analyses to texts constitutive of different genres, languages other than English, and discourses produced in other, including 'non-Anglo' discourse communities. In particular, it is possible that the distribution of salience within the relational schemata of other texts will vary. The suggested definitions of relations that allow only paratactic or only hypotactic varieties may also need to be extended to include both variants, thus changing the primary status of these relations to basically neutral.
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